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• Traditional NLP challenges


• Word vector intuition


• Word2vec algorithm


• Word2vec extensions


• Word2vec applications


• Spark/MLLib demo







• Deep learning & word vectors aren’t that new


• What’s new is:


• relationship to prior art


• fast training (better algorithms, GPUs)


• uses in real NLP systems - doesn’t end with analogies like 


“man : woman - king : queen”







Complex preprocessing pipelines


● Boilerplate detection (HTML tags, etc.)
● Language detection (NB, logistic, SVM, ANN, etc. + n-grams)
● Sentence segmentation
● Word segmentation / tokenization 


○ Can be NLP itself (e.g. weighted FST repr. of Chinese lexicon using Viterbi alg.)


                                  
                                     


                        (Sproat et al. 1996. A Stochastic Finite-State Word-Segmentation Algorithm for Chinese. Comp. Ling. 22(3))







Complex preprocessing pipelines


● spell checking (NLP)
○ non-word (e.g. “graffe” for “giraffe”)


■ noisy channel, edit distance, etc.
○ real-word (“dessert” vs. “desert”, “there” vs. “three”)
○ context-dependent 


■ n-gram-based
● Stemming / lemmatization (e.g. Porter stemmer vs. complex FSTs)
● Stop word removal (e.g. via TF-IDF)
● Case folding (lower-casing)
● Americanization (rule-based)
● etc.







Preprocessing at a high level:


● Morphology (e.g. using FSTs)
○ inflectional
○ derivational







Preprocessing at a high level:


● Syntax
○ POS tagging


■ “Hand me that book” vs. “He’ll book the flight for you”
■ Rule-based (EN-GTWOL), HMM/MLE, transformation-based (Brill), etc.


○ grammatical parsing (Cocke-Younger-Kasami, etc.)
■ constituency (how do words group together?)
■ grammatical relations
■ subcategorization
■ dependencies







End goals:


● Document classification
● Topic modeling
● Sentiment analysis
● Information extraction


○ NER (“Bill lives in Seattle”)
○ Relation extraction 
○ Coreference resolution


■ Anaphora (“The music was so loud that it couldn’t be enjoyed”)
■ Cataphora (“If they are angry about the music, the neighbors will call the cops”)


● Lexical + compositional semantics
● Pragmatics (“I’m sorry Dave, I’m afraid I can’t let you do that”)
● Discourse (“I’m sorry Dave, I’m afraid I can’t let you do that”)
● Summarization
● Machine translation







● Per-task models
○ HMMs / maxent / SVMs etc. for POS
○ CRFs for NER


● Heavy feature engineering


Example: NER


Jenny Rose Finkel, Trond Grenager, and Christopher Manning. 2005. Incorporating Non-local Information into Information Extraction Systems by Gibbs Sampling. 
Proceedings of the 43nd Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL 2005), pp. 363-370. http://nlp.stanford.
edu/~manning/papers/gibbscrf3.pdf



http://nlp.stanford.edu/~manning/papers/gibbscrf3.pdf

http://nlp.stanford.edu/~manning/papers/gibbscrf3.pdf

http://nlp.stanford.edu/~manning/papers/gibbscrf3.pdf





● Rule-based systems need to be re-invented for every language


● Preprocessing pipeline for every language is different


○ Chinese word segmentation


○ Turkish morphology


● Re-training for existing languages


● Trained models from Core NLP won’t always work


new named entities


domain-specific terminology


● Need labeled data !!!







Word embedding is the collective name for a set of language modeling and feature learning 


techniques in natural language processing where words from the vocabulary (and possibly phrases 


thereof) are mapped to vectors of real numbers in a low dimensional space, relative to the vocabulary 


size.


There are several methods for generating this mapping. They include neural networks, dimensionality 


reduction on the word co-occurrence matrix, and explicit representation in terms of the context in 


which words appear.


Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Word_embedding







Key papers:


Mikolov et al (2013). Efficient Estimation of Word Representations in Vector Space. In 
Proceedings of Workshop at ICLR. Link: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1301.3781v3.pdf 


Mikolov et al (2013). Distributed Representations of Words and Phrases and Their 
Compositionality. In Proceedings of NIPS. Link: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1310.4546.pdf







Distributed word representations:


Hinton, G.E, J.L. McClelland and D.E. Rumelhart (1986). Distributed Representations. In: Parallel 
Distributed Processing: Explorations in the Microstructure of Cognition. Volume 1: Foundations, MIT 
Press.


More recent:


Collobert et al. (2011). Natural Language Processing (Almost) From Scratch. JMLR 12: 2493-2537: 
http://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume12/collobert11a/collobert11a.pdf


Not to be confused with:


Zhang and LeCun (2015). Text Understanding from Scratch.
Link: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1502.01710v2.pdf







N-grams are also about syntactic and semantic context.


“Table 6.2 shows a sample of the bigram probabilities for some of the words that can follow the word eat, taken from actual 
sentences spoken by users (putting off just for now the algorithm for training bigram probabilities). Note that these probabilities 
encode some facts that we think of as strictly syntactic in nature (like the fact that what comes after eat is usually something that 
begins a noun phrase, i.e. an adjective, quantifier or noun), as well as facts that we think of as more culturally based (like the low 
prob- ability of anyone asking for advice on finding British food).”


Jurafsky and Martin (1999). Speech and Language Processing. pp. 196-197


(reference to Jurafsky et al (1994). The Berkeley Restaurant Project. In Intl. Conference on Spoken Language Processing.


 Link: http://www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/Speech/berp.html)







Neural nets in language:


Bengio, Y., R. Ducharme and P. Vincent. (2003). A Neural Probabilistic Language Model. Journal of 
Machine Learning Research 3:1137-1155.


Collobert and Weston (2008). A Unified Architecture for Natural Language Processing: Deep Neural 
Networks with Multitask Learning.
Link: http://ronan.collobert.com/pub/matos/2008_nlp_icml.pdf







Neural nets:


Rosenblatt, F. (1957). The Perceptron - A Perceiving and Recognizing Automaton. Report 85-460-1, 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory.


Representation Learning: 


Rumelhart, D.E., G.E. Hinton and R.J. Williams (1986). Learning Internal Representations by Error 
Propagation. In Rumelhart, McClelland and the PDP Research Group (eds.), Parallel Distributed 
Processing: Explorations in the Microstructure of Cognition, Volume 1: Foundations. MIT Press.


Recurrent NNs:


Elman, J.L. (1990). Finding Structure in Time. Cognitive Science 14 (2): 179-211.







Convolutional NNs:


Fukushima, K. (1980). Neocognitron: A Self-Organizing Neural Network Model for a Mechanism of 
Pattern Recognition Unaffected by Shift in Position. Biological Cybernetics 36 (4): 193-202. 


RBMs:


Smolensky, P. (1986). Chapter 6: Information Processing in Dynamical Systems: Foundations of 
Harmony Theory. In Rumalhart and McClelland (eds.), Parallel Distributed Processing: Explorations in 
the Microstructure of Cognition, Volume 1: Foundations. MIT Press.


Historical overview of deep learning:


 Schmidhuber (2014). Deep Learning in Neural Networks: An Overview.
 Link: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1404.7828v4.pdf











One-hot encoding doesn’t capture any relationships between words.
         e.g.  hotel = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0]
                motel = [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]


Learn real-valued word vectors of low-dimensionality that capture syntactic and semantic 
similarity


Ideal: simple similarity measure (cosine, Euclidean distance, etc.), relationships easy to visualize 
(using PCA, t-SNE*,**, etc.)


*t-SNE = t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding


**van der Maaten, L.J.P, and G.E. Hinton (2008). Visualizing High-Dimensional Data Using t-SNE. Journal of Machine LEarning Research 9: 
2579-2605. Link: http://jmlr.org/papers/volume9/vandermaaten08a/vandermaaten08a.pdf







Slide window over corpus, e.g. center word and 1-10 words to the left/right.


Count number of times the center word co-occurs with neighboring words.


Windows allow us to capture syntactic and semantic information.


Document-level co-occurrences lead to topic modeling (LSA).


High dimensionality, sparsity
Use sparse storage (e.g. hashmaps)
Use dimensionality reduction (e.g. SVD) → get small, dense vectors







● Factorization is sensitive to scaling!
○ drop stop words (e.g. use TF-IDF) → hack
○ convert counts to Pearson correlations


■ set negative values to 0 (don’t care about neg. correlations)
■ COALS paper does this


         (COALS = Correlated Occurrence Analogue to Lexical Semantic)







where


U = mxm real or complex unitary matrix


     = mxn rectangular diagonal matrix


V* = conj. transpose (or transpose if n is real) of V, an nxn real or complex unitary matrix







The singular value decomposition and the eigendecomposition are closely related. Namely:


The left-singular vectors of M are eigenvectors of MM∗.


The right-singular vectors of M are eigenvectors of M∗M.


The non-zero singular values of M (found on the diagonal entries of Σ) are the square roots of the non-zero eigenvalues of 


both M∗M and MM∗.


(more at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_value_decomposition)







SVD is closely related to PCA, which requires the factorization of the covariance matrix: 







Rohde, D.,  L. Gonnerman and D. Plaut (2005). An Improved Model of Semantic Similarity 
Based on Lexical Co-Occurrence. Communications of the ACM. 


         Link: http://tedlab.mit.edu/~dr/Papers/RohdeGonnermanPlaut-COALS.pdf







Source: Rohde, D.,  L. Gonnerman and D. Plaut (2005).







Source: Rohde, D.,  L. Gonnerman and D. Plaut (2005).







Source: Rohde, D.,  L. Gonnerman and D. Plaut (2005).







Levy, O, and Y. Goldberg (2014). Neural Network Embedding as Implicit Matrix Factorization.
         Link: http://papers.nips.cc/paper/5477-neural-word-embedding-as-implicit-matrix-factorization.pdf


SGNS = Skip-Gram with Negative Sampling (word2vec)







Lebret, R., and R. Collobert (2014). Word Embeddings through Hellinger PCA.
     Link: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1312.5542v2.pdf


Fast training


Simple counting


Sentence / document-level embeddings examined


Tests on NER and movie review classification (applications !!!).







Fragile word relationships


Batch learning
add new word, need to factorize entire matrix


Slow learning - O(n^2)


etc.







● Don’t capture global co-occurrence
● CBOW - predict “center word” based on context
● Skip-gram - predict surrounding words based on the “center word”


○ Max. log. prob. of ctx. word given “center word”
○ c = # of words to left/right of center in window (window size = 2*c + 1)


Source: Mikolov et al (2013). Distributed Representations of Words and Phrases and Their Compositionality. Link: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1310.
4546.pdf 



















Mikolov, T, W-T Yih and G. Zweig. Linguistic Regularities in Continuous Space Word 
Representations. Microsoft Research. 


         Link: http://research.microsoft.com/pubs/189726/rvecs.pdf







● Levy & Goldberg (2014). Dependency-Based Word Embeddings.
         Link: https://levyomer.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/dependency-based-word-embeddings-acl-2014.pdf


● Predict context around the word, not just words around the word.
● Context can be words, but can be more complex (dependency relations).
● Can tweak word2vec based on objective!







● Pennington, J., R. Socher and C. Manning (2014). GloVe - Global Vectors for Word 
Representation.


         Project page: http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
         Paper: http://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/glove.pdf


● First principles - what’s needed to optimally capture word vectors?
● Best of both worlds:


○ global matrix factorization (SVD)
○ local context window (word2vec)


● Very fast training - Common Crawl on a single machine







● Goldberg, Y. (in progress?). On the importance of comparing apples to apples: A Case Study 
Using the GloVe Model.


         Link: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ydIujJ7ETSZ688RGfU5IMJJsbxAi-
kRl8czSwpti15s/edit#heading=h.66rkmh7nd17u







● Levy, O., Y. Goldberg and I. Dagan (2015). Improving Distributional Similarity with Lessons 
Learned from Neural Embeddings.


         Link: https://levyomer.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/improving-distributional-similarity-tacl-2015.pdf


● How to tweak hyperparameters?
○ word2vec - window size, subsampling
○ SVD - use just eigenvectors, or also eigenvalues?







paragraph2vec / doc2vec


Literature:
Le, Q. and T. Mikolov (2014). Distributed Representation of Sentences and Documents. 


         Link: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1405.4053v2.pdf


Liu et al (2015). Topical Word Embeddings.
         Link: http://nlp.csai.tsinghua.edu.cn/~lzy/publications/aaai2015_twe.pdf


Implementations:
Gensim (Le & Mikolov): http://radimrehurek.com/2014/12/doc2vec-tutorial/
Liu et al impl.: https://github.com/largelymfs/paragraph2vec







Morphology:


Thang, Socher and Manning (2013). Better Word Representations with Recursive Neural Networks for 
Morphology. Link: http://nlp.stanford.edu/~lmthang/data/papers/conll13_morpho.pdf


Sentiment Analysis:


Socher et al. (2014). Recursive Deep Models for Semantic Compositionality Over a Sentiment 
Treebank. Link: http://nlp.stanford.edu/~socherr/EMNLP2013_RNTN.pdf


Parsing and Image Annotation:


Socher et al. (2011). Parsing Natural Scenes and Natural Language with Recursive Neural Networks. 
Link: http://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/SocherLinNgManning_ICML2011.pdf







Semantics:


Bowman, S.R., C. Potts and C. Manning (2015). Recursive Neural Networks Can Learn Logical 
Semantics. Link: Recursive Neural Networks Can Learn Logical Semantics. Link: http://arxiv.
org/pdf/1406.1827v3.pdf


Reasoning:


Bowman, S.R., C. Potts and C. Manning (2014). Learning Distributed Word Representations for 
Natural Logic Reasoning. Link: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1410.4176v1.pdf







Machine Translation:


Sutskever, I., O. Vinyals and Q. Le (2014). Sequence to Sequence Learning with Neural Networks. 
Link: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1409.3215.pdf







See Richard Socher’s Stanford CS 224d lectures 2 & 3 (YouTube videos*)


          *Videos are unlisted - find course page and then go to videos







● Represent conditional probability as softmax







Take partial derivative of log of p(o|c) w.r.t. vc: 







First part:







Second part - chain rule:







Second part - chain rule:







Putting it together:







• word vectors & deep learning aren’t new


• understanding relationships to prior art helps imagine use 


cases (e.g. feature use cases)


• real-world uses:


• sentiment analysis


• NER


• machine translation


• etc.







@marekinfo
marek.kolodziej@gonitro.com






